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I ABSTRACT 

I n  radiata pine plantations the energy cost of fertilisers 
tzecessary to replace nutrients removed by whole-tree harvest- 
ing, or by collecting forest residues, is likely to be consider- 
ably less than 5% of the energy value of the biomass harvest- 
ed. This is well within the error in  the present estimates o f  
biomass production either from whole crops or from forest 
residue collection. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Concern at the depletion of the world's fossil fuel resources 
has led to consideration olf alternative sources of energy 
(Walker, 1977). In New Zealand, the "energy crisis" has also 
contributed to a shortage of folreign exchange and, in the 
search for alternative forms of energy, considerable emphasis 
is being given to the benefits of domestic energy production 
from plants (Harris et al., 1977). Forests are an obvious 
source of biomass, and they can contribute to New Zealand's 
energy requircments as a sollid fuel o r  by providing a resource 
for the production of gas and liquid fuels (Walker, 1977). 

The existing forest resource can supply energy either from 
residues of forest crops designcd foir o'ther purpoises, or from 
the clearfelling of stands specifically for energy prolduction. 
In either case it is envisaged that the whole tree would be 
utilised, including the presently unharvested tree crowns. 
But the crown components are an important source of 
nutrients for subsequent crops, containing large quantities 
osf the nutrients in the above-ground biomass (Madgwick et  al., 
1978); their removal may result in a decline in soil fertility 
and subsequently in site protductivity (Will and Ballard, 1976). 
Recent data, however, suggest that soil nutrient status can 
be completely maintained by fertiliser application (Will and 
Ballard, 1976).' Thus, the energy value per hectare gained 
by collecting forest residiue, or  by clearfelling stands, can be 
compared with the energy cost of the fertiliser necessary to 
replace the nutrients removed f rom the site. 

"Forest Research Institute, Private Bag, Rotorua. 
' The possibility that, in some soils, fertiliser applications may be necessary 
for sustained productivity under permanent forest cover (Adams, 1978) 
has not been considered. Nor has the possibility of nutrient gains through 
various chemical, biological, and physical processes - weathering, pre- 
cipitation, etc. 



TABLE 1: ESTIMATES OF BIOMASS AND ENERGY YIELD FROM P. RADZATA 

Biomass (tonneslha) 
Stemwood Volume (m3/ha) Stemwood 

(under bark) (including 
On On crownwood Energy Yield 

Cutovers Skid Sites Total and bark) Foliage Branches Cones Total Gjlha - 
As residue: o 

Old crop 23.7 5.7 29.4 16 10 30 3 59 1161 F 
Young crop 4.4 0.7 5.1 7 10 30 3 50 988 2 

From whole-tree r 
harvesting o 
(plant-and- '11 

clearfell) - - 377 154 10 25 3 192 3720 ?f 
73 

For the plant-and-clearfell regime stemwood volumes were calculated using the Kaingaroa growth model. A description of 
the regime is given in the appendix. c3 

An average conversion from volume to dry weight of 0.38 tonnes/m3 has been used for forest residue. 
The conversion factor for the plant-and-clearfell regime was 0.37 tonnes/m3. 

z 
An average stemwood/stembark ratio of 90: 10 has been used. 
Energy yields, taken from Madgwick et al. (1978), are: Stemwood 19.2 kJ/g; bark 19.7 kJ/g; foliage 20.7 kJ/g; branches 
19.7 kJ/g; cones 20.5 kJ/g. 
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BIOMASS ESTIMATES 

Forest residues currently available for  energy production 
include unharvested stemwood, crownwood, branches, foliage 
and cones; forest l i t ter has been  excluded f r o m  this study. In 
Kaingaroa Forest, assessments o f  stemwood volumes remain- 
ing o n  logged cut-overs and skid sites are made as part ol€ 
normal forest-management practice ( B .  Swale, pers. comm.) .  
These  assessments have been  used t o  generate t h e  volumes 
o f  stemwood resjldue2 i n  Table 1. Holwever, these volumes vary 
greatly with terrain, logging equipment,  and crop type.  Even 
w h e n  divided in to  t w o  crolptype classifications3, there is still 
considerable variatioln i n  t h e  estim~ated volume o f  unharvest- 
ed s temwod,  ranging from 10 t o  86m3/ha  foir old crop, and 
f r o m  1.2 t o  12.7 m3/ha for  young crop. Crown stemwood resi- 
due has been  arbitrarily set at  5 tolnneslha. 

Table 1 also contains estimates of t h e  biolmass prolductia~~ 
f r o m  whoiledree harvesting o f  radiata pine w h e n  it has been  
specifically managed for  energy production on site index 29 
metres .  S u c h  management involves no intermediate silvicul- 
tural t reatment  be tween  planting an~d clearfelling. T h e  stem- 
wood volume has been estimated using the  Xaingaroa growth 
model  ( D .  A. Elliott and C.  R. Goulding, pers. colmm.). T h e  
derivation of t h e  regime selected is outlined i n  the  appendix. 

T h e  other source o f  biolmass frolm both forest residue and 
clearfelling is  t h e  components oif the  tree crowns. There  is  
significantly less variation between types o f  stands i n  foiliage 
mass  a f t e r  canopy closure, and in closed-canopy stands a n  
assumpt ion of a constant average foliage biolmass o f  10 tonnesl  
ha appears reasonable (Wil l ,  1964; Forrest and Ovington, 
1970; Madgwick et at., 1978). Branch biomass i s  thought t o  
increase a s  stand age increasas and stocking declines. Data 
given b y  Madgwick et al. (1978) suggest a n  upper  l imit  t o  
branch biomass of about 30 tonnes/ha for  stands moire than  
20 years old w i t h  fewer  than  1000 s tems/ha.  

Since t h e  plant-and-clearfell regime has b o t h  a sholrter rota- 
t ion  and higher stocking than  currently used regimes, t h e  
branch biomass has  arbitrarily been  set at 25 tolnnes/ha. T h e  
cone biomass has  been  set at  3 tonneslha. T h e  resulting esti- 
m a t e  o f  t h e  biomass obtainable f r a m  young crop residue 
(50 tonnes lha)  i s  close to t h e  46 tonnes/ha yield o f  forest  

Stemwood residue is unharvested sections of the stem with small-end 
diameter greater than 10 cm. It occurs through stem breakage during 
felling and from crosscutting logs on the skids. 

'Classifications are: Old crop - plantcd prior to 1940 and untended; 
young crop - post-war plantings, mostly thinned and pruned. 



TABLE 2: ESTIMATED NUTRIENT CONTENT AND ENERGY COST OF NUTRIENTS REMOVED IN FOREST 
PRODUCTION 

N 
Total Gross Energy 

Nutrient Content of Biomass (oven-dry tonneslha) Energy Energy Energy Cost as 
Total Cost Cost Yield Percentage 

Stemwood Bark Branches Foliage Cones Tree (GJlha) (GJlha) (GJlha) ofyield 

Old crop residue: 
N 0.004 0.004 0.064 0.150 0.014 0.235 20.23 
P 0.001 0.005 0.009 0.017 0.002 0.030 0.19 
K 0.009 0.005 0.070 0.083 0.005 0.172 1.97 22.47 1161 1.9 
e a  0.007 0.004 0.048 0.027 0.001 0.087 0.04 Z 
Mg 0.003 0.001 0.020 0.013 0.001 0.038 0.04 

Young crop residue: - 
N 0.002 0.002 0.064 0.150 0.014 0.232 19.89 

0 

P 0.0003 0.0002 0.009 0.017 0.002 0.028 0.18 2 
K 0.004 0.002 0.070 0.083 0.005 0.164 1.88 22.02 988 2.2 

0.027 0.001 0.08 1 
2 

Ca 0.003 0.002 0.048 0.03 F 

Mg 0.001 0.0005 0.020 0.013 0.001 0.036 0.04 o a 
Plant-and-clearfell: 

N 0.064 0.042 0.063 0.150 0.014 0.333 28.55 
a 
0 

P 0.012 0.007 0.01 1 0.017 0.002 0.049 0.3 1 a 
m 

I< 0.105 0.066 0.073 0.083 0.005 0.332 3.80 32.83 3720 0.9 
0.039 0.055 0.027 0.001 0.195 0.10 

2 
Ca 0.073 a 
Mg 0.029 0.012 0.018 0.013 0.001 0.073 0.07 

* 
Fertiliser replacements for nutrients and the energy costs of processing and transport to point of sale are as follows: 

Urea 85.74 MJ/kgN 
Superphosphate 9.93 M J/kg Ca 

6.42 MJ/kg P 
Potash 11.44 MJ/kgK 
Dolomite 0.69 MJ/kg Ca 

1.137 MJ/kg Mg 

The energy cost of dolomite manufacture was approximated as that of lime. 
Where composite fertilisers containing more than one of the required elements were used (superphosphate, dolomite), all 
reauirements were reduced proportionatelv. 
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residue otbtained in trials in Kaing,aroa Fo'rest (C. J. Kerr, 
pers. comm.) .4 

Table 1 also contains an estimate off the energy yield of 
the alternative sources olf biolmass using the calosrific value 
of the components given by Madgwick et ul. (1978). 

Nutrient concentration studies have shown that, within 
woody components, the concentrations of N, P, K, and Mg 
decline with age as dead tissue forms an increasing propor- 
tion of the biomass (Orman and Will, 1960; Madgwick et al., 
1978). In contrast, calcium concentrations appear to increase 
in both bark and wlood with component age (Orman and 
Will, 1960) but appear independent of tree age. No consistent 
effect of tree age on nutrient concentration in foliage has 
been noted (Madgwick et al., 1978). Thus the average tree 
conccntrations used will underestimate the N, P, and K con- 
tent of the wosod and bark components of the forest residue 
because the age of the woad and bark in tree tops is less than 
the average age of that in the whole tree. Ho~wever, crown- 
wood is only a small proportion of the total biomass of the 
residue (8% for old crop and 10% for young crop) and the 
error is not likely to be ~ignificant.~ 

Nutrient contents of the residue and of the plant-and- 
clearfell regime are estimated using data from Madgwick 
et al. (1978) for a 22-year-olld and a 17-year-old stand, respec- 
tively (Table 2).  The fertiliser equivalent of the nutrient 
contents is calculated frolm the proportionate importance of 
the nutrient in the atomic weights of the fer t i l i~er .~  For these 
estimates it is assumed that the nitrogen is applied as urea 
(CO(NH,),); phosphorus as superphospate (Ca(H,PO,),): 
potassium as potash (KCI); and calcium and magnesium as 
dolomite (CaCO,.MgCO,). 

The energy cast of fertilisers has been taken from Pearson 
and Corbet (1976) and is given in the notes to Table 2. 

In fact, Kerr's study found 58 tonnes/ha residue when logging was to 
a 15 cm top. This has been converted to logging to a 10 cm top by using 
Beekhuis (1966) to calculate the stem volume differences. 

'Estimating the nutrient content using the nutrient concentrations of a 
6-year-old stand from Madgwick's age series of plots, instead of a 22- 
year-old stand, increases the estimate of total nutrient, N, P, and K by 
between 1 and 2%. No change is made to the estimate of Ca and Mg 
content. 

'Because of the incidence of impurities in fertiliser, the use of atomic 
weights may slightly underestimate the fertiliser needed to achieve a 
given weight of nutrients. However, any error is likely to be very small 
in relation to other approximations and the straightforward rule is pre- 
ferred here. 
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DISCUSSION 

I t  is immediately obvious from Table 2 that the energy 
cotst of the fertiliser necessary tot replace the nutrients taken 
off the forest site is a small proportion of the total energy 
yield. Even given the uncertainty in the estim~ates of both 
the nutrient concentrations and the distribution of the bio- 
mass, the energy cost of replacement nutrients is likely to1 be 
less than 5% oif the energy yield of radiata pine forest residue 
and less than 2% of the energy yield of radiata pine crops. 
Since neither the stem volume production nor the volume of 
radiata pine residue can b~e reliably estimated to within lo%,  
this is well within the errors m the estimate of the energy 
value of the production. Further, while it is probable that 
a proportion of branches, foliage, and1 cones might remain on 
the site, thereby reducing considerably the quantity of 
nutrients removed, this would have little impact on the net 
energy yield. 

This analysis has been concerned with the energy value of 
bio'mass proiduction and the energy cost of the fertiliser neces- 
sary to replace the nutrients removed from the site; Adams 
(1978) suggests further fertiliser application may be necessary 
on some sites if perpetual forestry is planned. Neither has 
any attempt been made to include the energy loss in convert- 
ing biomass into energy and energy into fertiliser. Any calcula- 
tion of net energy production should also include an allow- 
ance for the energy cost of delivering the fertiliser, along 
with the energy cost of all other forest operatiolns. No attempt 
has been made to  calculate the impact of replacing the 
nutrients on the dollar cost of the biomass produced. These 
paints must be considered in any full evaluation of radiata 
pine as an energy crop. 
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APPENDIX 
Defining the Plant-and-Clearfell Regime 

Because the existing growth models may no1 accurately reflect changes in 
productivity with changes in stocking, the stern vo!ume production of the 
energy regime used here is an average of a number of plant-and-clearfell 
regimes modelled using the Kaingaroa growth model (D. A. Elliott and 
C. R. Goulding, pers. comm.) on site index 29 metres. The range of 
regimes investigated was as follows: 

Mean 
Total Annual 

Stem Biomass Biomass 
Volzrme (oven-dry (oven-dry 

Stocking Rotation (m3/ha) lonnesjha) tonnesjlta) 

The biomass estimates include an allowance for bark of 10% of stem 
volume and allowallces of 10 tonnesjha for foliage, 25 tonnesjha for 
branches, and 3 tonnesjha for cones. 

From this analysis a hypothetical plant-and-clearfell regime with a 
rotation of 16 years and a mean annual biomass yield of 12 tonnesjha was 
selected. 


